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Description

Related Products

Slotted Angle

Special Product Solutions > › Speedframe

Speedframe - a practical solution for your storage and display requirements.

Speedframe square tubing is the simple way to build strong,
good-looking frameworks.

Just cut the square tube to length and tap in the joint for a smooth,
snag-free structure. Add a few accessories and the framework
becomes a bench, a trolley, a work station, a display stand, a machine
guard – the list is almost endless and all would be made to measure to
be exactly what you require.

Click here for a range of Speedframe accessories

Speedframe is a product in the
category

Retail Stores / Shopfitting
Garage & Workshop products

Slotted Angle

Please visit www.dexion.com to see our other
products.

Special Product Solutions

Speedframe

Constructor provides unique storage solutions designed to
fulfil special storage demands:

Retail /Shop fitting systems store and present articles in a pleasing
way while at the same time being efficient for staff to refill products.

Lean production and picking systems provide storage and easy
access to components while working at line production or assembly.

Medical & hospital storage has an extreme demand for security,
obvious marking and cleanliness.

Garage and workshop products must provide effective storage for
small parts and also for odd shaped products.

Tire rack and tire storage solutions which utilise your space to the
maximum.

Speedframe and Slotted Angle enable the user to make a storage or
display system specific to them, cutting the components to length
as required.
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Accessories

Tube Insert
Placed in the square tube prior to using
a Speedframe joint.

2 Way Joint
A 2 spigoted corner joint.
Supplied with 2 inserts.

3 Way Flat Joint
Creates a flat joint between three pieces
of tube.
Supplied with 3 inserts.

3 Way Corner Joint
Creates a corner with three pieces
of tube.
Supplied with 3 inserts.

4 Way Joint
Creates a corner 4 way joint.
Supplied with 4 inserts

4 Way Flat Joint
Creates a flat 4 way joint.
Supplied with 4 inserts.

5 Way Joint
Creates a 5 way joint.
Supplied with 5 inserts.

6 Way Joint
Creates a 6 way joint.
Supplied with 6 inserts.

Tube Stopend - Black
Creates a neat and safe end to the
square tube.

Tube Stopend - Silver

Adjustable Foot
A screw thread makes the foot
adjustable, for stability of Speedframe
constructions

Adj-Foot Cover
Chrome cover for the adjustable
foot. Allows floor, wall or ceiling
fixing as required.

Floor Anchor
Floor fixing plate to anchor a vertical
tube to the ground.

Single Shelf Support
Held in place by the spigot of a
joint, to support a shelf.
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Shelf Support - Removable
Clip hangs over a horizontal tube to
support a shelf.

Double Shelf Support
Held in place by the spigot of a
joint the support can hold the
corners of two shelves.

Shelf Support - Spacer
A plastic spacer that sits on a shelf
support to raise the shelf. Each spacer
is 3mm thick. Ideal when thin materials
are used for shelves.

Single Glazing Strip
Creates a slot along a piece of tube
to hold a pane of glass.

Castor Wheel
Slots into upright to provide a wheel for
movable structures.
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